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Information Privacy and the Pandemic Response: Risks and Solutions for Contact
Tracing Apps
DAVID NAVETTA, KRISTOPHER KLEINER and ANDREW EPSTEIN, Cooley LLP
Governments1, non-governmental organizations2 and private parties3 around the world are rushing to
leverage technology to enable broad-based contact tracing 4 to help better understand the spread of COVID19; however, will doing so come at the expense of information privacy? Contract tracing implicates a host of
privacy and security concerns based on the sensitivity of the data at issue (location data 5 and health
information) and the parties with whom such data may be shared (e.g., governments, insurers and
employers). Balancing privacy against public health concerns is even more challenging because organizations
feel the need to work at break-neck speeds in an effort to combat the COVID-19 pandemic 6. Nonetheless, in
order to increase confidence in, and the wide adoption of these technologies, it is critical for organizations to
incorporate privacy-by-design 7 principles and robust vulnerability testing and assessments8 into the
development process.
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Privacy-by-design involves embedding, by default, privacy protective processes and technology into contact
tracing IT solutions. For example, organizations should consider building decentralized collection and storage
of relevant data (an approach supported by over 500 academics 9 globally) into a contract tracing apps. Under
this approach, the app stores data only on the end user’s device rather than on a central server. Privacy is
enhanced because no single entity stores or has access to the tracing data and thus it is less vulnerable to a
breach or to misuse by relevant stakeholders. By contrast, the South Korean government 10 is reportedly
implementing contract tracing by tracking individuals’ phones, augmenting this data with credit card records
and face-to-face interviews, and then building maps, which are publicly accessible, to show individuals
whether they may have crossed paths with individuals diagnosed with coronavirus. Without additional
controls, this widespread collection and centralized aggregation of this sensitive data arguably presents
additional risk such as a data breach 11.
Other examples of how privacy-by-design principles can be incorporated into contact tracing applications
include: (i) focusing on anonymized location data; (ii) limiting the processing of personal data only to that
which is necessary and proportionate to responding to COVID-19; and (iii) retaining the data only so long as
necessary to assist in limiting the spread of COVID-19. Specific government organizations, such as the United
Kingdom’s Information Commissioner 12 and the European Data Protection Board 13 support these types of
measures.
Beyond privacy concerns, it is also important to address common security risks during development, and
thoroughly test applications prior to release. The OWASP mobile “Top 10” 14 publication is a useful resource for
developers to identify common vulnerabilities and incorporate secure coding practices. In addition, the
OWASP Mobile Security Testing Guide provides a comprehensive manual for testing and reverse engineering
for iOS and Android mobile applications. Once apps are launched, organizations should consider
implementing a vulnerability management program 15 to help identify, risk-rate and remediate vulnerabilities.
Understandably, the world wants to leverage technology to aid in the COVID-19 response as quickly as
possible. While “speed” is an important goal, if users feel their privacy is not being respected, it could
adversely affect adoption rates and undermine the fight against COVID-19. As such, developers and their legal
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counterparts should embrace privacy-by-design principles and vulnerability testing and assessments to help
strike the right balance.
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